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SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES 

 

Agent-based modeling in solving the tasks of economic federalism 

© Zulkarnai I. U., Gizatov N.R.(Ufa) 

 

Russia experiences ―the maintenance of federalism‖: although all groups of the 

society admit the absence of de facto federalism, the ―diagnosis‖ is still being kept 

and the country is called a federation. One of the reasons for such state of affairs is 

likely to be the fact that as a tool of public ―construction‖, federalism is treated by 

governing authorities and by society as a progressive phenomenon. However, this 

attitude is due to feelings rather that to mental analysis. When it comes to practical 

realization of federalism in the way it has been implemented in other federations, 

various fears (the threat of separatism and nationalism in regions, the country’s 

falling apart) arise in Russian governing elite, in society as a whole and in its most 

educated part – scientific community.  

The major problem in public endeavor in Russia is the problem of its moving 

in direction of centralization and unification after short periods of decentralization.  

This matter of course has been strongly criticized by the advocates of market-

preserving federalism. The most cited follower of this concept, B.Weingast sees its 

essence in competition among lower-level jurisdictions combined with restrictions set 

by the central government. This way excludes monopoly of any government on 

regulation. Jurisdictions (regions, municipalities within regions) compete for capital, 

workforce, economic activity, offering a certain menu of public services (tax rates, 

protection of private property rights, social and communal services, public goods, 

Weingast, 1995).  

Economic agents choose the places for their economic activity on the basis of 

these ―menus‖. Such interaction between jurisdictions and economic agents leads to a 
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large variety of the quality of public goods and the level of tax burden. Moreover, 

mobility of labor force and capital exerts pressure on jurisdictions limiting them in 

their possible desire to conduct confiscation policy. Weingast (1995) concludes that 

in this way federalism softens the level and the prevalence of rent-seeking behavior 

and formation of redistribution structures. It can be noticed that Russian economy and 

public system can be most easily described in terms of the very rent-seeking and 

redistributional relations.  

Along with logical reasoning and mental models of the above mentioned type 

(e.g. Tiebout, 1956), the same problems, issues and patterns are described by 

graphical models, the means of game theory, analytical equations (Oates, 1972, 

Stiglitz, 1997, Musgrave, 1989) and econometric methods (e.g. Martinez and McNab, 

1997). Although all the models correspond to the practice of public policy in the 

developed countries both in view of positive and normative economics, nonetheless, 

they do not have any impact on the Russian society.  

 The reason most probably lies in traditions, formed back in the Soviet period 

of the country’s development. Due to ideological reasons, the political science school 

followed A.Smith and Marx and determined the culture of analysis in the Russian 

economic science. Fiasco of the large-scale experiment on implementing Marxist 

model in the 20
th
 century most obviously demonstrated that mental models disregard 

most crucial details of reality, in particular due to initial assumptions and beliefs of 

the authors of those models.  

―Shock therapy‖ of 1990s with its catastrophic consequences for Russia and all 

post-soviet countries was similarly based on mental model of ―perfect market‖, which 

had little in common with the centrally planned economy of those times.  Normative 

part of reform concept, called Washington consensus, predicted a negligible recession 

in economy within only 2-3 years. After that an economic growth due to market 

interactions of economic agents was expected. However, the actual succession of 
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events had nothing to do with theoretical predictions and even after two decades since 

1990s we still experience the consequences of those hasty decisions.  

Unfortunately, the prevalence of mental models, which by their nature simplify 

the reality, continues to exist in decisions of economic and public policy. Upon 

regarding one group of factors it is easy to come to a conclusion on necessity of 

centralization. Similarly, looking at another group of factors in case of the same 

country in the same period of its development it is easy to come to an opposite 

conclusion about federalism. Publications in the Russian-language journals 

―Federalism‖ and ―Regional science‖ have papers of both kinds.  

Complex consideration of a wide range of factors that more adequately reflect 

the reality is possible only in mathematical models, which unfortunately so far have 

not taken a due place in decision-making.  An exception is Leontyev’s «input-output» 

model which became the major instrument for decision-making of GOSPLAN in 

USSR. Using modern terminology the model may be called computable, which 

allows to think that Russian political elite and scientific circles are ready to accept 

and trust the results, obtained by the means of this category of models. In this way 

development of computable models for functioning of the society is regarded to be an 

urgent and promising task, especially when applied to the issues of federalism and 

local government. 

The boundaries for developing computable models are limited only by 

productivity of computers, which make emulations. This enables to create models 

including dozens, hundreds and thousands of equations, which allows describing 

actual events with more precision. Development of elements of artificial societies led 

to emergence of neural networks and agent-based modeling (Lyuger, 2005, 

Bakhtizin, 2008, Makarov, 2006). 

Before describing our agent-based model, which was developed for solving 

certain issues in economic federalism, let us note a number of examples on relevant 
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issues. We consider that the examples demonstrate the consequences of the absence 

of reliable forecasting instruments in decision-making.  

To raise the revenues of the local budget, in 1980s the mayor of New York 

decided to increase the rate of property tax. This caused mass movement of rich 

people in suburban areas, and as a consequence there was a fall in property prices and 

inhabiting of the city center by poor people. As a results, budgetary revenues 

decreased (the tax base for property tax in the US is average market price of property 

in different parts of the city). Another example is tax competition of Spain’s 

provinces for attracting capital, which in similar years led to devastation of local 

budgets. The phenomenon was called «race to the bottom» and was noticed in 

different sectors of economy and in competition for investment among countries 

(Gurtner, 2000). As for Russia, when in 1990s sales tax was used and regions and 

municipalities could set any rates for this tax up to 5%, this phenomenon was not 

present, and almost all municipalities set the tax rate at the highest level.  

Agent-based model ―Territorial competition of regions for investment capital‖, 

which we implemented in Borland Delphi 7, allows solving similar tasks. The model 

incorporates 4 regions (Bashkortostan, Orenburgskaya oblast, Samarskaya oblast and 

Tatarstan), and implements the following strategies: decrease in tax rates (Т), 

increase in tax rates(Т), improvement of institutional environment, worsening of 

institutional environment (I) (in reality, it is inaction of authorities, when 

environment naturally worsens, e.g., there is rise in corruption). Moreover, the 

following 5 combined strategies are realized: preservation of tax rate and institutional 

environment (T=const, I=const), increase of taxes and improvement of institutional 

environment (ТI), increase of taxes and worsening of institutional environment 

(ТI), decrease of taxes and improvement of institutional environment (ТI), 

decrease of taxes and worsening of institutional environment (ТI).  
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It should be noticed that Weingast  (1995) considers it obvious that in reality 2 

out of 5 these combined strategies are implemented, stressing that the choice of local 

jurisdictions and economic agents leads to a variety of public goods, when some 

jurisdictions lower tax rate and the level of public and other services, and other 

jurisdictions provide higher level with higher taxes. In our model, however, we 

implement all five combined strategies. We consider all firms equal in financial 

parameters. The firms prosper under favorable institutional environment, acceptable 

taxes and high capacity of market (not very strong competition). We model this 

prosperity as reproduction of firms as: Ni=Ni-1+Ni. Under unfavorable conditions 

firms start being bankrupt: Ni=Ni-1-Ni. The table below presents formulas for 

calculating regional budgets for each iteration under different strategies: 

Table 

The strategy of territorial competition of regions 

for investment capital 

Strategy Change Territorial budget (Вi) at step i N 

Т 0 iT     iiiiiii NNTTNTB   11  1 

Т 0 iT     iiiiiii NNTTNTB   11  2 

I 0 iI   iiiiii NNTNTB  1  3 

I 0 iI     iiiiiiii ICNNTNTB  1  4 

ТI 0 iT 0 iI       iiiiiiiii ICNNTTNTB   11  5 

ТI 0 iT 0 iI     iiiiiii NNTTNTB   11  6 

ТI 0 iT 0 iI       iiiiiiiii ICNNTTNTB   11  7 

ТI 0 iT 0 iI     iiiiiii NNTTNTB   11  8 

 

Here Ni.=Ni-Ni-1, Ti=Ti-Ti-1, and they may have different signs. Apart from 

reproduction, firms may move from one region to another, creating conditions for tax 

and institutional competition. Motivation for firm’ moving to another region may be 
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lower tax rate (Т) or favorable institutional environment (I), larger market capacity 

(lower competition). Relocation, however, may occur to the region with higher tax 

rate, if other two conditions compensate for this drawback.  Attractiveness of the 

market (А) increases due regional efforts to create favorable institutional 

environment (attracting more solvent citizens), and decreases with rise in firms’ 

competition. Increase in competition is reflected in the model by increase in the 

number of firms in the region. 

With regard to the latter factor, it is logical to consider attractiveness of the 

region as mixed (club) public good. In this way, with unchangeable institutions 

attractiveness of market does not change till a certain level критN , and when this 

level is exceeded satiation starts increasing (Fig.1а).  

 

 

Fig.1. Non-linear dependencies of market attractiveness, quality of institutions, expenditure by the 

regions and quantity of firms 

 

The dependency of market attractiveness on the quality of institutions is most 

likely expressed by logistic curve (Fig.1б). With weak institutions market 

attractiveness remains at low level. With rather strong institutions market 

attractiveness starts increasing very fast, as firms start feeling high guarantees on the 

part of state (regions), dealing with business conditions. These guarantees allow 

giving up private (and rather expensive) ways for ensuring security of transactions. 

Marginal utility of further increase of institutions starts falling.  
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This argument (Fig. 2а, б) allows offering the following equation for 

attractiveness of region m: 
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At the same time, a firm takes into consideration transactional cost C km
, 

related to relocating its activity from region m to region k. In this way, a firm moves 

from region m to region k, if the two inequalities hold: 

 

 

  0 CTA kmkmkm
 

    NlCTACTA lmlmlmkmkmkm
  ,  

where AAA mkkm   , ТТТ mkkm   , N – is the total number of firms in the 

regions. 

Т k
 – taxes paid by firm in region k; 

Т km – change of taxes with moving from k to m  

C km
 – cost of firm’ moving from region k to region m; 

I k  – institutional environment set by region k; 

A k  – attractiveness of market, formed in region k. 

The cost of institutional development as well as cost for producing any other 

good increase in a non-linear way (Fig.1в):  0,
1




 


CI . 

Block-scheme on Fig. 2 reflects conditions for firms’ movement from one 

region to another. In this way not all firms N m

 
act in region m, but only their part – 

μN m , 0<μ<1, where μ characterizes information of firms about the regions and is a 
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parameter, reflecting bounded rationality of firms. In reality firms do not have direct 

information about regions, but we make this assumption in our model. Fig. 3 

demonstrates interface of the model after several iterations with 100% information. 

Movement of firms is spasmodic, since at each step firms choose the most favorable 

region. Regions without firms tried to attract firms by improving institutional 

environment and decreasing tax rate. Finally all regions accepted maximal level for 

the quality of institutional environment with small tax burden. This is ideal scenario 

for firms but it can not be implemented in reality. 
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Fig.2. Block-scheme for firm’s choosing the region for relocation. 
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Fig. 3. Interface of the model: full information of firms. 

Distribution for firms’ information may be set stochastically. The other way is to 

introduce special regional limitations in modeling the degree of closure of local 

markets. In this model information is set to be the same for firms in all the regions. 
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Fig.4. Dependency of emergence (birth) and closure (death) of firms from the quality of 

institutions (I), tax rates (Т) and number of firms (N). 

 

Fig. 4 presents logistic curves, demonstrating how firms births and deaths 

depend on the quality of institutional environment, tax rates and quantities of firms. 

With rise in quality of services, there appear favorable conditions for emergence 

(birth) of new firms. With low development of institutional environment the growth 

in births is slow, but with increase of institutions and reaching a favorable indicator 

for firm’s creation, the intensity of rise in birth rate increases. With reaching rather 

high values of institutional environment, the speed for rise in births decreases 

(Fig.4.а).   

Similarly to market attractiveness, it is logical to consider favorable conditions 

for firms’ creation as club public good. In this way, under unchanging institutions and 

fixed tax rate, the quality of favorable conditions for reproduction does not change till 

a certain value N крит. With succeeding this value satiation increases, which noticeably 

decreases attractiveness of a certain region for attracting firms from other regions and 

for creation of new firms (Fig.4.в). Over-satiation of region by firms noticeably 

increases the death parameter (Fig.4.е).   

Obviously, increase in tax rate has a negative impact on conditions for firms’ 

prosperity. With low tax rates (1%-3%), a gradual increase of tax rate does not 

strongly decrease the possibility of birth and similarly, very weakly increases the 

chances for death. However, with significant rise in tax rate (e.g., from 5% to 10% or 

from 15% to 20%) there should be a facilitation in the speed fro changes in births and 

deaths. What will be the behavior of the birth rate function with high tax rates? In our 

model we set the upper cap for tax rate at the level of 30%, and taxes can not be 

raised above this level. Consequently, the behavior of the function over this level 

would not be reflected in simulations. In our model we suppose that the curve for the 

relation between birth rate and tax rate has the form as in Fig. 4(б); and the curve for 
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the relation between death rate and tax rate has the form as in Fig.4(д). Assuming that 

the speed for changes in the shape of the curves does not increase as much with 

reaching the rate of 50%, we prolong this non-linear function till the level of 100%. 

In this way we obtain the curve on  Fig.5(б).  

 

Fig.5. Comparing possible functional forms for dependency of firms’ birth and death rates from the 

size of tax rate. 

 

Let’s verify the curves in Figures 5 (a) and 5 (b) on the adequacy of the results 

in the simulation. To do this we use them in the model in turn. In both cases, the 

curves of mortality (death) and birth rates are symmetrical, but the increase in Figure 

5 (a) when approaching the cap on tax rate is rapid. Consider the death rate of firms 

in the region, where currently there are 20 companies: 

1. We construct the probability function for firms’ bankruptcy on the basis of 

Fig. 5(а). In this case after reaching 50%, tax rate leads mortality to its maximum, 

and rate of change decreases. Functional dependency on tax rate has the form 
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Pсмерт= Te

k
*1  

. Let us construct average institutional environment in the regions 

and set tax rates. As a result, under 5% the number of firms-bankrupts is 1 firm, 

under 9% - 3 firms, 15% - 5 firms, 20% - 10 firms, 30% - 17 firms. 

2. Let us construct probability function for bankruptcy on the basis of Fig. 5(б). 

The function has a form Pсмерт=k*T 1 . Similarly, let us construct institutional 

environment and the same number of firms as in the previous case. As a result, the 

number of bankrupts under 5% is 1 firm, under 9% - is 2 firms, 15% - 5 firms, 20% - 

8 firms, 30% - 14 firms. 

Comparing the results, we can conclude that with low tax rates both functions 

give similar results, and with large tax rates, which are close to maximal in the model 

(30%), differences start emerging. The first simulation is closer to reality, when with 

maximal tax rate and average institutional environment 17 firms out of 20 become 

bankrupts, and not 14 as in the second case. 

Let us introduce coefficients k I , k T  и k N  for calibrating institutional 

parameters, tax rate and the number of firms in the region. The relation between T m , 

I m  and N m  in the current period of time m with birth rate (Pрожд m ) and death rate 

(Pсмерт m ) of firms is the following: 
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Parameters for calibration: 0<k I <1; 0<k T <1; 0<k N <1;   ,,,, >0 

 

Each region may choose out of 5 combined strategies: 
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ТI, ТI, ТI, ТI and base (zero) (Т=const  I=const).  

At the current moment, the region evaluates the state of its budget and decides 

whether to keep or change the strategy. Each region has data on the budget, the 

number of firms, the quality of the institutional environment and the tax rate in the 

previous moment of time. If the current situation requires changing the combination, 

then the choice is 4 variants. Of course, region could choose any of them, but it can 

lead to chaotic movement of firms and unjustified change in some indicators, because 

in certain situations, an adequate alternative strategy may remain the only possible 

one. 

Let us consider certain situations: 

1.  If the budget increases, the strategy is kept. 

2. If the budget does not change, the base (zero) strategy is chosen (no change 

in tax rate and institutional environment). 

3. Consider the situation, when popularity of market (А) in the region fell 

below certain critical value, which caused unbearable conditions for firms’ existence. 

Consequently, it is necessary to promptly improve the variable A, improving the 

quality of institutional environment. As a result there remains a choice only between 

two strategies: [ТI] and [ТI].  

a) Strategy [ТI] is aimed at attracting as much companies as possible, as it 

decreases tax rate and improves institutional environment. The strategy will be most 

efficient if there are no firms in the region at current moment. 

b) Strategy [ТI] is very universal and efficient for many modeled 

situations. To keep existing companies and increase the amount of gathered taxes, the 

region constantly improves institutional conditions. As long as the quantity of firms 

does not reach the critical number, attractiveness of the local market will increase. 

This will cause the inflow of firms from other regions and will encourage the 

emergence of new firms. However, the long period of growth of tax rate may cause 
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firms to move to a region with more adequate tax rate and will lead to loss in the 

budget. 

4. Strategies [ТI] and [ТI] provide for worsening of institutional 

environment. Obviously, this will cause the fall in popularity of the local market, but 

a reasonable decrease of costs for maintaining institutional environment may lead to 

revenues coming to local budget. 

a)  Strategy [ТI] is universal, as well as its opposite one [ТI]. 

Decrease of tax rate is accompanied by worsening of institutional environment which 

keeps competitiveness of region in attracting firms. It is most efficient if in current 

period of time region has a rather high indicator of institutional environment and 

inadequately high tax rate.  

b) Strategy [ТI] provides for gradual increase in tax rate with 

simultaneous worsening of the quality of institutional environment. Obviously, this 

strategy does not bring good perspectives to the region, as popularity of local market 

falls sharply due to low quality of the services provided. Together with high taxes this 

makes the region uninteresting to firms. However,  [ТI] may be used for short-

term increase of budget in prospering region, which can not meet costs of keeping 

high indicator of institutional environment. How can tax rate be increased? When the 

current number of firms N 1i  increases relative to the previous number N i , but the 

balance indicator В 1i  falls relative to В i . This happens in case of fall in tax rate or 

growth of costs for improving and maintaining institutions. 

The most prevalent situations and strategies used by regions for solving these 

situations are represented at block-scheme (Fig.6). We assume that each agent-region 

decides how it increases or decreases tax rate or improves institutions. To make this 

process deterministic, we relate T and  I with the current number of firms in the 

region. The more firms there are in the regions. The smaller is the change of T and 

 I, in order to avoid extra risks. Тср – is the average value of tax rate in the model, 
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which can be changed in the course of simulations. Iкр – is a critical indicator of 

institutional environment, under which further improvement of institutions does not 

give noticeable increase in market attractiveness. Акр – is the critically low 

attractiveness of market. 

 

 

Fig.6. Block-scheme for using different strategies by the regions. 

 

Let us model the situation, when the number of firms reaches its maximum, 

oversatuating market capacities in the regions:  

1. As the critical number of firms is reached, further increase in their number 

leads to higher competition, decrease in attractiveness of markets and absence of 

favorable conditions for emergence of new firms.  

2. Under institutional environment sufficient for firms’ existence and with low 

mortality coefficient (a correlated parameter) regions choose different strategies for 

increasing the budget. As indicators for market attractiveness are lowered by large 
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competition, when a region increases tax rate, al firms start to leave this region for 

regions with lower tax rates. Improving institutional environment will have a 

negligible effect on attractiveness of oversaturated market. Consequently, to keep 

firms and to sustain positive budget, each region gradually approaches the strategy 

with relatively low tax rate and low level of institutions. This to a certain extent 

reflects current situation in Russian regions. 

3. The state of equilibrium emerges when a region does not attract firms from 

other regions and does not let its own firm go. As long as regional budget does not 

demonstrate negative dynamics, tax rates will remain at equally low level, and the 

quality of institutional environment will oscillate around the minimal value to prevent 

closure of firms. 

 

 

Fig.7. Interface of the model: equalizing the number of firms in regions. 
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Will regions always aim at changing their strategy? Indeed, upon reaching the 

necessary number of firms, that bear the tax burden in due course, regions can 

maintain current indicators of tax rates and institutional environment. This could lead 

to stability in distribution of firms-competitors. Suppose that the leaders of regions in 

our model like risk (they are risk lovers or risk seekers). That is, the higher is the risk 

seeking indicator, the higher the probability that strategy will be changed at current 

iteration. The low risk seeking indicator, the more cautiously the decision on 

changing strategy will be made; and this decision will be taken only with noticeable 

worsening of regional budget.  

Risk aversion (risk seeking) may be included in the model as parameter R, 

1 iB = 1iB - iB +
R

1
. That is, at each iteration we calculate not the change between 

current and previous budgets, but the change compensated by a positive parameter 

R

1
. Then with decrease of budget by the value lower than 

R

1
 , region will not risk to 

change strategy, and will simply choose base strategy [Т=const  I=const]. 
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Fig.8. Interface of the model: bankruptcy of firms, caused by violation of equilibrium conditions in one of 

the regions. 

 

Let us continue the previous simulation: 

4. In region with the smallest number of firms in the model (in the model it is 

Bashkortostan Republic), we increase risk indicator till R=10. 

5. With [ 1iB - iB  < -0.1] Bashkortostan does not keep the tax rate at the low 

level and chooses other strategy. In this case the strategy is to compensate losses of 

budget by raising tax rate. A combination [ТI] is chosen, which corresponds to 

American model of territorial competition. However, coefficient for inclination to 

improve institutional environment in this simulation remains small. Consequently, 

this simulation may not be extended to other Russian regions. 

6. The growth in the quality of institutional environment with relatively low 

competition causes the inflow of firms from other regions. In attempt to change 
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situation, Samarskaya oblast changes its strategy as well. As a result, with high 

competition and relatively weak institutional environment, companies face the 

problem of increase in tax rates. Firms start being bankrupts, and regions which did 

not haste to change strategy, bear considerable losses in budgets. In this case the 

system was taken out of equilibrium by the change of the only parameter for 

inclination to risk (R) in the only region.  

Can inclination to risk be one of major regional characteristics and be set as a 

fixed parameter? We think that making a decision about the change of strategy 

depends on current circumstances, and unfavorable matter of things in the region may 

lead to risk seeking. Hence, in our model with regional competition for firms the 

most unfavorable situation will be absence of firms. In this case inclination to risk 

must be maximal. Upon reaching a critical number of firms, inclination to risk 

becomes close to zero, and region stops changing strategies (Fig.9.) 

 

Fig.9. Dependency of inclination to risk from the number of firms with рискk =5. 

 

Let us express inclination to risk R through the number of firms N: R=
фирм

риск

N

k
, 

where рискk - is a correlated parameter.  
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As was previously noticed, the increase in the number of firms in the region 

decreases changes in tax rates and institutions. Inclination to risk, in this way, 

influences not only the moment of decision-making about the change in strategy, but 

also dynamics of changes in T and  I. The growth in tax rate and institutional 

environment will equal the inclination to risk multiplied by the corresponding 

correlation coefficient. 

Fig. 10 models the situation when each region when each region improves 

institutional environment. Initial data were different values of tax rates (22%, 6%, 5% 

and 21% corresponding to the number of a region in the model) and of institutional 

environment (30, 20, 22 и 10), and 10 firms in each region were created. Information 

of firms about situations in the regions was 20%, and the value for inclination to 

improve institutional environment was set at a high level for all regions. Inclination 

to changes in institutional environment in the model is a calibrated parameter, which 

influences growth: the larger the inclination, the faster is the speed for improvement 

of institutions in case of strategies [ТI] , [ТI] and the slower is worsening of 

institutions in case of strategies [ТI] , [ТI].  
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Fig.10. Interface of the model: equilibrium with high values for institutional environment and 

different tax rates in the regions. 

 

Let study the following actions of the regions step by step: 

1. One of the regions (Bashkortostan) has more favorable institutional 

environment than other regions. Several firms move to Bashkortostan from other 

regions but at the same time there is reproduction of firms in all the regions.  

2. The region where firms move sees gradual decrease in inclination to risk and 

with time the changes of tax rate and institutional environment become negligible.  

However, the region whose budget decreases due to outflow of firms has to look for 

ways to improve the situation; it has to risk and change strategies.  

3. Strategies differ in each region, since initial conditions also differ. Loosing 

firms due to their movements and bankruptcy, regions discover that tax flows do not 

compensate costs of maintaining institutions. Therefore, regions attempt to lower the 
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quality of institutional environment. In this case 2 regions with high tax rates choose 

the strategy [ТI], and 2 other regions with lower tax rates choose the strategy  

[ТI]. 

4. Worsening institutional environment, regions meet increase in mortality and 

decrease in birth rate of firms. Risk seeking increases with necessity to attract firms. 

In this case the optimal strategy is [ТI], and all regions start using it. 

5. As inclination to improve institutional environment was rather high for all 

regions, and as with emergence of a necessary number of firms risk seeking decreases 

and strategies stop changing, the growth in institutional environment becomes 

galloping and then institutions remain at high level. In this case the budgets of all the 

4 regions increase considerably (around the value of 4000 units, which is an order 

higher than in case of Russian model of competition), and regions keep their 

strategies. Large costs of maintaining due institutional environment are compensated 

by high tax burden. Firm are being attracted and reproduction occurs. 
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Fig.11. Interface of the model: model of competition in Spain. 

 

Let us conduct another computational experiment (Fig.11), in order to answer 

the question: ‖How will equally non-developed regions conduct competition?‖ As 

initial data, let us set low values of institutional environment (2-3 units in the model) 

and low variation in tax rates of 3-6 percent. There are 4 artificial regions in the 

model. If there are unfavorable conditions in each of them, firms will become 

bankrupts. However, in reality firms may move to a more remote region with better 

conditions instead of become a bankrupt in one of the analyzed regions. Let us set 

mortality coefficient at a low level, not to cause bankruptcy of firms right after the 

start of the model. We set inclination to improving institutional conditions low for all 

regions. We distribute 5 firms in each region and start simulations.  

1. Each region attempts to improve institutions to attract firms. 
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As inclination to improve institutions was set low, there are no noticeable 

changes in rise of market attractiveness.  

2. Even a slight increase of institutions leads to decrease of budget, as 

institutional environment improves with rise of costs of this measure.  

3. As improvement of institutions is unprofitable, to continue competitive 

activity and to attract a larger number of firms, the region has to decrease tax rate.  

4. Decrease in tax rate and improvement of institutional environment leads to 

high birth rate of firms and lowers risk seeking. Strategies are maintained by regions. 

5. All 4 regions reach the lowest tax rate (in the model it equals 1%), budget 

deficit and increase in poverty. Competitive activity of regions for investment by the 

firms has a negative effect for each region due to low tax rates. This simulation 

imitates tax competition ―race to the bottom‖. 

Variations of combinations of strategies and their parameters in case of the 

above described non-linear dependencies cause a large number of stable and non-

stable equilibria, some of which describe actual federations in real world. Not to 

«drown» in the sea of computational simulations, it is necessary to set the boundaries 

for search and introduce most realistic mechanisms for firm and regions’ behavior in 

the model. Therefore, initial values of tax rates and institutional environment, risk 

seeking, improvement of the quality of institutions, correlated coefficients and the 

level of information may be changed before each experiment. This helps imitate 

conditions close to reality and enables increase credibility of results. 
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Developing classification for analyzing social networks in the Internet 

© Bobkova I.A.  (Moscow) 

 

Recently social networks are occupying more space in the Internet. Having 

appeared only in 1990s, social networks became an integral part of the world and 

regional Internet, covering over 50% of Internet audience. Social networks are 

particularly prevalent in the last 5-7 years. By the number of visits a day and by 

audience coverage, the largest networks are comparable to best searching sites, and in 

the 2 recent years they enter top-10 in revenues from advertisement.  

 

I. Development of communication services 

 

The first form of message exchange, allowing communication between two 

subscribers – email – appeared in 1971. Online communication service (Internet 

Relation Chat), developed in 1988, allowed making communication of users more 

free, and as a result groups of people with the same interests and with established 

personal relations (user communities) started to form. Conquest of the planet by the 

Internet began in 1991. Guest books (a list of messages, where any visitor may leave 

a message), blogs (web protocols, where each user keeps a journal of notes, often in 

the form of a diary), forums (further development of teleconferences and guest books, 

in which participants are grouped by the topics of analyzed questions, and mediation 

is done by site administrators) appear on various sites. Back in 1995 emerges the first 

network – Classmates.com, which helps users find classmates and keep in touch with 

them. Social network in the Internet is a social structure, consisting of a group of 

nodes – social objects, encompassing people (clients of network) or groups of people 

(communities), and links among them. The first original network in Runet – Moi 

Krug – dates back to 2005 (Appendix 1).  Since 2006 social network enter top-10 

most visited sites.  
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I I Qualitative analysis of social networks 

 

In the end of 2008 most popular sites were (Source: http://www.alexa.com/ 

(social networks are marked with bold) 

1. Yahoo! - www.yahoo.com 

2. Google - www.google.com 

3. YouTube -www.youtube.com 

4.  Windows Live Search from Microsoft.- www.live.com 

5. Facebook.www.facebook.com 

6. Microsoft Network (MSN)- .www.msn.com 

7. Myspace -. www.myspace.com 

8. Wikipedia - wikipedia.org 

9. Blogger -  www.blogger.com  

10. Yahoo! - www.yahoo.co.jp 

Russian networks enter top-500 world sites: 23.  V Kontakte  - 

www.vkontakte.ru, 40.  Одноклассники.-  www.odnoklassniki.ru, 331. 

LiveInternet.ru - www.liveinternet.ru 

 

Table 1. Frequency of visiting large international social networks: million people a year 

according to methodology by ComScore Inc. (total unique visitors)  

  

 June 2008 2007 

Growth in half 

a year  

 % 

Internet –  total 860.514 815.797 44.717 5.20 

Social networks – total 580.510 516.318 64.192 11.06 

Facebook 132.105 97.792 34.313 25.97 

MySpace 117.582 107.167 10.415 8.86 

Hi5 56.367 31.428 24.939 44.24 

Friendster 37.080 29.735 7.345 19.81 

Orkut 34.028 25.138 8.89 26.13 

Bebo 24.017 21.282 2.735 11.39 

Others 179.330 203.776 -24.446 -13.63 

 

http://www.blogger.com/
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Source: ComScore Inc 

 

Daily frequency (million people) at the end of 2008 was: Facebook – 34, 

 MySpace – 28,8, Hi5 – 4,7, Friendster – 6, Orkut – 9,6, Bebo – 4,8. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Growth of time, spent by American users of Facebook, in the total time spent for using the 

Internet, in 2008. 

 

The first social network in Runet appeared in 2005 (Moikrug.ru). Recently 

several networks appear each day. All of them are of different level, some are of ―one 

day‖-type and disappear soon. Yet, social networks are the most dynamically 

developing segment in Internet as a whole and in Runet in particular. In 2008 for the 

first time social network Vkontakte became top-1,  outrunning search and mail sites.  

Top-10 sites in Russia by the number of visits as of the end of 2008. (Source: 

http://www.alexa.com/) 

        1.  V Kontakte –  www.vkontakte.ru 

2.  Yandex – www.yandex.ru 

3.  Mail@Mail.ru -  www.mail.ru 

4. Odnoklassniki.ru - . www.odnoklassniki.ru 

5. Rambler - www.rambler.ru 

6. Google Russian language version of a search server www.google.ru 

http://www.alexa.com/
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7. Narod.ru – www.narod.ru 

8. Google -  www.google.com 

9.  YouTube – www.youtube.com 

10. LiveJournal – www.livejournal.com 

 

At the end of 2008 «Voice of Runet» conducted a poll of its visitors about the 

amount of time Runet users spend at the sites of social networks in working days and 

on holidays (hours a day). The poll was taken among 2000 respondents in Russia and 

abroad.  

 

Table 2. Time, spent by Internet users in social networks (Source «Voice of Runet» 

http://www.voxru.net/online/stat/86.html). 

 

How much time respondents spend at the sites of social networks 

( % of all repondents) 

Hours a day   

 Holidays Working days 

Less than 1 hour 14 52.6 

1-3 hours 67 21.8 

More than 3 hours 13 6.9 

Hard to say  6 9.4 

 

http://www.livejournal.com/
http://www.voxru.net/online/stat/86.html
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Fig.2. Number of hours, spent by users in social networks on working days  

 

 

Fig.3. Number of hours, spent by users in social networks on holidays  

 

In spring the company comScore Int. Conducted a survey among users of social 

networks, which reveals that on average each Russian users spends 6,6 hours a month 

in networks, looking through 1307 pages. This is the highest indicator in 40 

countries, described in the review. The second place is occupied by Brazil - 6,3 hours 

a month and 1220 pages. Then follow Canada (5,6 hours), Puerto Rico (5,3 hours) 

and Spain (5,3 hours). Surprisingly, USA are only at the 9
th
 place with the figure of 
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4,2 hours a month. Out of 31,9 million Russian users  who accessed Internet in April, 

2009, 18,9 million visited social network at least once (Appendix 3). 
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I I I. Gender ratios of social network users 

The results of research conducted by RapLeaf company in 2008 demonstrate 

gender differences among 49,3 million people above 14 years old in 7 age groups: in 

all largest networks the number of women exceeds the number of men, especially in 

the age group 18-24 (Table 3, Fig. 4-5, Appendix 2). 

 

Table 3. Gender ratios for users of social networks (Source http://ablohin.ru). 

Sex Users of social networks Users of social network 

Vkontakte.ru 

 Number % of total Number % of total 

Men 20559526 42 6550700 43 

Women 24821901 50 6502710 42 

Non 

specified 

3887623 8 2262320 15 

 

Пользователи Интернета

3887623

 8%

24821901 

50%

20559526 

42%

Мужчины Женщины Не указан

 

Fig.4. Gender ratios for users of social networks above 14 

http://ablohin.ru/
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Пользователи В Контакте

2262320

15%

6502710

42%6530700

43%

Женщины Мужчины Не указан

 

 

Fig.5. Gender ratios for users of Vkontakte.ru aged 12-70 

 

IV. National peculiarities for popularity of social networks 

 

Social networks are most popular in USA, Canada, Netherlands, Great Britain, 

South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong (over 20% of population are users of social 

networks). In such large countries as Russia, China, India, Brazil etc. the share of 

population using these resources is small (less than 10%), which is explained by non-

accessibility of Internet for a part of population and lag in development of 

computerization of 5-7 years relative to other countries.  

However, Russia, China, Latin America and Arab countries are a most 

developing market  for these services, and one might be sure that the situation will 

change completely in the nearest future. Especially, since state programs of 

Internet’ization are adopted in a number of these countries, including Russia. 
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Fig.6. The share of social network users in population aged over 15 in certain  countries (%) 

(according to Universal McCann) 

 

Serious differences in using networks exist among the countries. These 

differences are often explained by the time of country’s integration into world 

communication space, technological level, mentality of population. If in such eastern 

countries as China or Japan users are very cautious in their sayings, in Russia users 

actively comment events, diaries (blogs) and comments of other users, share 

information with friends and unknown people. Moreover, crucial changes may be 

seen in use of various networks widespread over the world. This is well demonstrated 

on world map where leading social networks in various countries are presented. This 

information is provided by  Oxyweb.co.uk (Fig. 7). Yet, despite existing differences, 
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in all the countries there is the process of rapid growth in the number of social 

network users and in quality of services 

The following most popular world networks could be singled out as of the end of 

2008.  

1. Facebook – absolute leader in many countries, number 1 in Canada, 

Scandinavia, Argentine, European countries, Africa, Asia – over 130 million users. 

2. MySpace – social network, which remained the leader for a long time and 

which was the most popular network for Americans till May 2009. 

3. Hi5 – in a number of countries, such as Mexico, Peru, Angola, Mozambique, 

Mongolia, Thailand, Syria, Portugal – network is an absolute leader. 

4. Vkontakte – Russian Kontakt is number four social network in the world and 

the most popular network among Russian language population. 

5. Orkut Brazil – a part of social network Orkut, created in Google, - number one 

in Brazil. 

6. Skyrock – French blog platform of social network. 

7. Odnoklassniki – the analogue of Classmates, number two popular Russian 

language network. 

8. Friendster – one of the first social networks, now it is mainly presented by 

Asian countries. 

9. Orkut India.  

10. Netlog – European social network for young people (25 languages). 

11. Mixi – the most popular social network project in Japan. 

12. Nasza klasa – Polish Classmates. 

13. Tagged – network which grew out of a special project for American school 

students, popular among teenagers. 

14. Bebo – abbreviation from Blog early, blog often.  
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15. Kaixin001 – Chinese social network, which demonstrates phenomenal 

growth. Created in April 2008, in several months network acquired 8 million of 

active users. 

Less popular networks: 16. PerfSpot, 17. Studiverzeichnis, 18. Xiaonei, 19. 

Multiply, 20. Hyves, 21. Tianya, 22. Sonico, 23. LinkedIn, 24. Ning, 25. Badooo. 

 

 

Fig.7. The map for popularity of social networks in the world as of December 2008 (Source: 

http://socseti.com/img/ ) 

 

Spring of 2009  introduced certain changes in the picture. According to the data 

on largest countries (by Alexa and Google Analytics) the most popular (top-3) 

networks had the following ranks:  

Australia: Facebook, MySpace, Twitter  

Canada: Facebook, MySpace, Flickr  

India: Facebook, Orkut, Hi5  

France: Facebook, Skyrock, MySpace,  

China: QQ, Xiaonei, 51  

Germany: Facebook, StudiVZ, MySpace  

Italy: Facebook, Netlog, Badoo  

http://socseti.com/img/
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Russia: V Kontakte, Odnoklassniki, LiveJournal  

Spain: Facebook, Tuenti, Fotolog  

Great Britain: Facebook, Bebo, MySpace  

USA: Facebook, MySpace, Twitter (in May 2009 Facebook outran MySpace in 

popularity). 

Lat year witnesses rapid growth in popularity of Facebook and Twitter. 

However, in countries with vivid national specific features (CIS, China, Japan, Brazil 

etc.) national social networks remain leaders.  

 

V. Most discussed problems in social networks 

 

In general the range of topics discussed in social networks is very wide: 

1) music and cinema; 

2) entertainment; 

3) hobbies;  

4) family, house, children and family relations; 

5) health; 

6) politics, world and regional problems; 

7) business and finance; 

8) science and technology;  

9) Internet, computers, software; 

10) art and culture; 

11) love and human relations; 

12) education; 

13) work and career; 

14) automobiles and other means of transportation, problems in 

transportation; 
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15) sport; 

16) pets; 

17) nature and ecology; 

18) travel; 

19) religion and mystics; 

20) various other issues. 

 

 

For Runet users, however, the following topics turned out to be the most prefered:  

Темы для общения
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Fig.8. Most frequently discussed topics in Runet (Souce: data of research by 

Rumetrika.ru) 

 

VI. How much does it cost? 
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The growth of social networks makes them attractive for Internet advertisement. 

Below are certain figures from Internet business world (Sources – sites webplanet.ru, 

liveidea, social-networking), .  

In July 2005 media magnate Rupert Murdoch bought network MySpace.com for 

the sum over $600 million.  

In 2006 the profits of  LinkedIn were $10 million.  

In February 2007 media holding "RBC Informational systems" reported the 

desire to invest up to $120 million in buying and developing Internet projects in 

Russia, CIS and eastern Europe. The company expects that by the year 2010 it will 

earn $70-100 million a year in Internet business.  

In March 2007 Moikrug.ru was bought by Internet holding "Yandex" for $2,5 

million. 

In September 2007 Latvian Forticom bought 30% of authorized capital stock of 

the company, which runs Odnoklassniki.ru. At that time experts assessed the 

purchase as $10 million, and the whole company as about $30 million. Now one daily 

visitor cost on average $100, although the sum may change depending on a particular 

asset. According to open statistics, Odnoklassniki.ru are visited by more than 2 

million people a day. Therefore, the site might cost up to $200 million. 

At the end of 2007 «Finam management» announced that it bought 10% of 

Badoo Ltd for $30 million.  

LiveJournal had 18 million of registered users in 2007. 1,3 million of them were 

Russians – this is the second national diaspora of live journal. In December 2007 

Russian company «SUP» bought the whole LiveJournal from SixApart. Financial 

conditions of the purchase were not allowed, but analytics assumed that the price was 

about $30 million. Some said that in 2006 "SUP" was about to offer $1,2-1,3 billion 

for YouTube, which was finally bought by Google for $1,5 billion.  
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In 2007 Microsoft bought 1,6% of social network Facebook for $240 million. 

The whole Facebook was assessed as $15 billion, which is 10 times larger than video 

service YouTube of Google. The deal demonstrated that investors consider social 

networks the most promising communication segment of Internet.  

Jason&Partners assessed market for interactive communication services (social 

networks, introduction services, network and mobile services) in 2007 as $47 million, 

including direct revenues from services and advertisement revenues. 

Facebook revenues from advertisement were in the range of $100 million in 

2006, and $210 million in 2008 in USA only. The total expenditure on advertisement 

in USA social networks are recently 820-900 million according to different estimates. 

By the year 2011 they may reach $2,5 billion, if the figure is not considerably 

influenced by the crisis. 

The earnings of social sites on one visitor in 2008 were: Google: $65.55   

Yahoo!: $31.25,  Microsoft (MSN): $17.74,   MySpace: $12.85,  Facebook: $11.79  

(according to eMarketer). 

 

VII. Classification of social networks 

 

The process of Internet socialization demands serious socio-economic research 

and analysis. The variety of networks in different countries, changing preferences of 

consumers, the growth in the number of consumers, appearance of new groups of 

users in communities – all these issues lead to necessity to introduce classification of 

networks. Due to large variety and intersection of the properties of networks, it is 

impossible to create a unified vertical classification; therefore, it seems reasonable to 

apply classification on the basis of different parameters. 

The following parameters may be used for classification: 

1) location  
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 international networks (e.g., FaceBook, MySpace)  

 national (Kaixin001, Odnoklassniki.ru) 

 regional (Moskva.ru),  

 local (Sosedi-online.ru, Smolyane.ru)  

 global (forming projects such as SocialStream, OpenSocial); 

2) type  

 universal (MySpace, Bebo, Tagged, Orkut),  

 thematic – several further layers for classification (i.e., by the search 

topic) may be suggested: 

i. to search people (Classmates, Odnoklassniki, MoiMir) 

ii. work (LinkedIn, MoiKrug) 

iii. news (Digg.com, news2.ru),  

iv. video (YouTube.com),  

v. foto (Fixx.ru) 

vi. entertainment (FaceBook, Tagged, VKontakte) 

 other – so called niche networks (networks created for a special group 

of people, yet, these networks may encompass large audience), e.g.:  

i. young mothers (MommyBuzz.com, Youmama.ru), 

ii. car owners (Boompa.com, Dovezu, ZaBarankoi), 

iii. fishermen (Fion.ru), 

iv. bibliophiles (Bookcrossing.com, X-libris.ru, LiveLib.ru), 

v. glider pilots (Rusikar.ning.com), 

vi. those caring about their health (DrugMe.ru) etc.  

3) level of using Web  

 Web 1.0 – the first types of networks ICQ,Evite, SixDegrees, 

 Web 2.0 – most modern networks, 
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 Web 3.0 – social networks of future – work instrument (to a certain 

degree these are MySpace, LiveJournal, LinkedIn). 

4) accessibility of  information 

 open (FaceBook, MySpace etc.),  

 closed (PlayboyU.com, aSmallWorld, for millioners etc.),  

 mixed (Pro2, Yahoo!360), 

5) membership with internal classification  

 the number of visitors per day, month, year, 

 the number of registered users,  

 the number of permanent users (more than a certain number of visits a 

day), 

6) audience  

 age  

i. adults (PeopleAggregator, LinkedIn, FamilySpace),  

ii. young people (Orkut, Panjea, Facebook),  

iii. teenagers  (Tagged, Friendster),  

iv. children (Stardoll, Imbee),  

 profession  

i. medicine (Аcustic.ru),  

ii. design (Revision.ru),  

iii. scientists (LiveJournal – project i-future), 

7) technology – e.g., use of mobile technologies  

 mobile social networks (Dodgeball.com, CatchUp.ru), 

 mobile instruments of interaction with networks (Odnoklassniki, 

MoiMir, VKontakte etc.). 
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By the number of social networks the market is close to satiation point, which 

may be seen from the slowdown in dynamics of growth of such western networks as 

classmates.com, with their analogues of Odnoklassniki, MoiKrug, VKontakte, 

SchoolLife etc. (Russian and Asian countries demonstrate lag in 5-8 years). The 

growth of total unique users largely occurs due to East European countries, Latin 

America and  Asia. Therefore, one might expect that soon social networks will reach 

a new level of development, will be more professional and more suitable for 

everyday use due to new services. The owners and developers of social networks 

keep looking for new directions of development. For example, one of the most 

popular social networks – Facebook –  announced the start of a new strategy, dealing 

with opening the platform of the project to outside developers (http://www.social-

networking.ru/news/30/). It will help developers create new services for the project, 

sell and distribute them. Up till now all social networks were based on closed 

platforms. Facebook had already attracted 65 companies (one of them is Amazon) to 

the process of creating Facebook Platform.  Recently the strategy of Facebook is very 

close to the strategy of Microsoft in 1980s. At that time the success and profitability 

of Microsoft was due to the large-scale program of attracting outside developers, who 

created a large number of computers on the basis of Microsoft operation system.  

Very soon  we will see new global networks, accumulation of network sources, 

creation of 3D world, and in future – incorporation of intellectual robots-androids in 

social networks. 
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APPENDIX  1. 

Chronological table for the history of social networks 

 

1995   The first network - Classmates  

1996  SixDegrees (bought by YouthStream Media Networks in 2000, since 2001 

does not exist as separate project); PlanetAll  

1997  AsianAvenue – online – network for contacts, address book, later amended by 

services of social network  

1998  PlanetAll is bought by Amazon.com  

1999  Cyworld is launched as forum;  

QQ starts as a tool for instantaneous messages;  

Blackplanet is launched as online community  

2000   MiGente  

2001  Ryze   

2002  Friendster launches beta-version as a private network  

2003  LinkedIn,  Hi5,  MySpace,  OpenBC,  Tribe  

2004  aSmallWorld – a closed private network with access by invitation;  

Dogster,  Оrkut,  Facebook;  

Mixi – the first user creates a note Multiply  Dodgeball   

2005   Bebo  Yahoo! 360° , Bebo restarted as a full social network;    

AsianAvenue is restarted with functional features of social network;    

BlackPlanet is restarted with functional features of social network;   

MoiKrug.ru, Tagworld,  Zaadz  

2006  MiGente is restarted with new possibilities of a social network;   

Odnoklassniki.ru 

2007  Moikrug.ru was bought by Internet-holding "Yandex", Forticom bought part of 

authorized capital stock of the company which controls website Odnoklassniki.ru. 

2008  Kaixin001 – a rapidly growing Chinese social network;  

Facebook is translated into 20 world languages, including Russian. 

2009 In July Russian users of social networks came out on top in the time they spend 

in social networks – 6,6 hours a day, leaving behind Brazil (6,3) and Canada (5,6 

hours).  

 

 

 

http://www.classmates.com/
http://www.migente.com/
http://ryze.com/
http://www.friendster.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/
http://hi5.com/
http://www.myspace.com/
http://tribe.com/
http://www.orkut.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.bebo.com/
http://360.yahoo.com/
http://www.bebo.com/
http://www.tagworld.com/
http://www.zaadz.com/
http://www.migente.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
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APPENDIX 2  

Social networks: sex and age in different social networks 

 

 

Source http://ablohin.ru 

 

http://ablohin.ru/
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APPENDIX 3. 

Top-20 countries, most actively using social networks, as of May 2009 

Country Hours per visitor * Pages per visitor 

The whole world  3,7 525 

Russia 6,6 1307 

Brazil 6,3 1220 

Canada 5,6 649 

Puerto Rico  5,3 587 

Spain 5,3 968 

Finland 4,7 919 

Great Britain  4,6 487 

Germany 4,5 793 

USA 4,2 477 

Columbia 4,1 473 

Mexico 4 488 

Chile 4 418 

Ireland 3,8 462 

Turkey 3,7 427 

Venezuela 3,7 454 

France 3,6 526 

Australia  3,4 374 

New Zealand  3,4 386 

Switzerland 3,2 430 

Italy 3,2 399 

Source: comScore World Metrix 

*Visitors aged over 15. Traffic from public Internet access places and mobile phones 

is not included.



 

 

Providing for reliability and convincingness in computerized scenes introduction 
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Rapid formation of world information space on the basis of modern computer 

technologies becomes one of the dominants for global science and technology 

revolution. As a result cutting-edge technologies enter various spheres of society’s 

activity and introduce crucial changes to understanding future developments in these 

spheres.  

 Cinema production is one of these fields where computer technologies offer 

new possibilities.   The purpose of this paper is to develop an effective programming 

approach for automatic information systems in computer modeling of mass scenes 

and for their reconstruction in cinema production. This work has a complex character 

and is based on such disciplines as cinema theory, sociology and computer 

programming.   

The idea of modern computerized cinematograph consists in creating artificial 

(virtual) objects, which are placed in real world [1]. The ratio of virtual and real 

components may be in a large range of 0 to 100%. One of the major requirements to 

new technologies is reliability and convincingness for a spectator in his/her viewing 

of the final material. The importance of this statement lies in the fact that introducing 

knowingly artificial elements demands creation of new adaptive technologies and 

methods. At the same time, technologies of computerized cinematograph open new 

revolutionary opportunities and perspectives in cinema art and cinema industry.  

         Technology of creating artificial mass scenes implies using special tools and 

techniques in order to make these scenes reliable and convincing [2-4]. Obviously, 

the shift from traditional to computerized cinema should rest upon understanding of 

how a spectator perceives cinema. These issues are studies in such a discipline as the 

theory of cinema art. The phenomenon of collective perception of cinema demands 

thorough investigation, as well, since it is closely linked to psychology of society’s 

members and to the system of collective perception and utility. 
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       Another important point in the problem of providing for reliability and 

convincingness in artificial mass scenes is sociological aspect. It deals with the fact 

that human mass behavior, beliefs about the degree of ordering of masses, and social 

psychology become of a particular meaning in this context. It is impossible to 

adequately reflect mass scenes in cinema without deep knowledge in the above 

mentioned fields.  

       Finally, the third component of the process for creating mass scenes in cinema 

production is the very technologic regulations in computer software for automatic 

information systems.  

        The concept: masses – cinema - masses  

        Due to the above described argument, this paper treats masses both as an object 

for modeling and as a consumer for cinema products. Consequently, masses become 

the major object for investigation in this research. The simplified description of the 

order of action in computerized cinema may consist of the following sequential steps: 

-  the research of behavioral regularities and creating models for masses; 

- the development of highly effective software of automatic information 

 systems for computerized modeling of mass scenes; 

- the study of phenomenon of collective perception of cinema. 

        In this way the elementary initial cycle:  М (masses) - К (cinema) - М (masses) 

– is created. Each consecutive cycle sees reproduction of the same sequence at a new 

level, taking into consideration the results of the previous cycle. As a result, the 

formula for progress in a modern computerized cinema looks as: 

                                             [М - К - М] * N                     (1), 

 where N is the number of cycles. 

It should be noted that notations М to the left at right of К in equation (1) are 

not identical. They reflect notions that do having a large degree of kinship, yet are 

different. Let us call them correspondingly М1 and М2. М1 is a modeled reflection 
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of a mass, created on the basis of requirements for future development of a 

programming software. 

М2 is generalized representation of a mass reaction to cinema products. 

     Consequently, a correct form of (1) becomes: 

                                            [М1 - К – М2] * N                 (2).                

 

Types of human associations: general ideas, definitions and classification. 

Mass and crowd 

            Sociology has many ways for naming human associations as a multitude of 

people situated in a certain place within a certain period of time [5-10]. The terms 

mass, crowd, gathering etc. may be used. In this context we believe that from a 

psychological point of view a crowd should imply an initially or eventually non-

organized gathering of people, which does not have (or has lost) a common conscious 

goal and usually is in a state of emotional exultation. 

The belief about ―human mass‖ as a weekly organized amorphous  gathering 

was formed analogous to beliefs about physical masses which do not have any form: 

―a mass of walking people flew from the town center to the riverside and the park.‖ 

The word ―crowd‖ is synonymous to ―human mass‖ as a vividly represented 

multitude of people. Although crowd consists of a multitude of individuals, it can be 

physically overviewed and be described as a unified object.  In practice, however, 

words ―crowd‖ and ―mass‖ are often used very non-strictly, and sometimes are 

treated as simple synonyms. Strictly saying, this is not necessarily correct. The term 

―mass‖ may be regarded as a generalization, determining a certain abstract social 

group of people. In this sense one may talk about ―working masses‖. The term 

―crowd‖ reflects situationally definite sample of human mass representatives.  In this 

sense we can say that each crowd is a mass, but not each mass of people gathered in the 

same place at the same time is a crowd. For example, a ―mass of people‖ at a large flea-
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market is not necessarily a crowd. Big gatherings of fans or spectators on the stands of 

stadiums remain ―mass‖ with a possibility of transforming into a ―crowd‖.  

A crowd is a collectively psychological phenomenon, i.e. a definite group of 

agents directly interacting with each other. The scale of crowd’s activity is limited by 

the number of its members (from several persons to several hundred thousand 

people), by the space (street, stadium, field etc.). A crowd may be furiously 

aggressive, may be in ecstasy or in panic.  

          The time for existence of each particular crowd is short. Yet, as a form of a 

social group the crowd is eternal and may act in the framework (or in periods) of 

various socio-historic structures.   

This paper treats definition ―mass‖ as more general than ―crowd‖.  

           Classification of a mass (crowd)  

       A special feature of a mass (crowd) is a particular difficulty of its study. 

Suddenness of emergence and disappearance of mass, uncertainty of qualitative and 

quantitative parameters and many other aspects complicate execution of correct and 

reproducible experiments. At the same time reproducing masses in certain modeled 

laboratory conditions also becomes implausible. Consequently, specialists have to 

gather the required information from printed media, video materials and other 

sources.  

Nonetheless, the attempts to determine and research certain aspects of mass 

behavior have been repeatedly made. International science has accumulated a certain 

experience which on the whole corresponds to the frameworks of well-known 

methodological approaches in social psychology [11,12].  These methods can mostly 

give a meaningful results only with their wide applications, which would enable 

reproduction of the results. 

 1) A questionnaire method  
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This is one of the most feasible methods for studying mass phenomena. Its 

effectiveness depends on how clearly the main conditions for conducting statistically 

reliable surveys are fulfilled.  

2) Data of systematic observations  

The issue of mass disorder has a long history in various countries, and 

corresponding experience has been generalized and analyzed.  

3) Experimental methods   

  There groups of methods, useful in studying the problems of mass (crowd) 

psychology, may be singled out. The first group accumulates methods widely used in 

experimental social psychology in studying behavior of groups and individuals in 

groups. The second group of experimental methods contains modeling of crowd 

behavior. Although it is extremely difficult to create natural conditions in laboratory, 

such attempts have been continuously made. Field experiments are the third group of 

experimental methods. Many experiments deal with behavior of actual groups, and 

their data are partially applicable to studying crowds. Consequently, possibilities of 

these methods are constrained, as well.  

As any other social phenomenon, a crowd may be classified according to 

different foundations. In literature there exists is a huge number of crowd 

classifications [13,14].  

External and internal characteristics of crowd  

   The matter of scientific interest is to study external and internal characteristics 

of mass (crowd). These characteristics reflect internal socio-psychological processes 

in a crowd. In this regard, a number of general characteristics of different types of 

mass (crowd) may be distinguished.  

The size of mass (crowd) 
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The number of participants may vary in a large range: from several persons to 

tens and hundreds thousand people. This parameter is extremely important as the 

following characteristics of a crowd depend on its size: 

- the way of implementing internal and external communication; 

- the internal subculture; 

- the character and ways of interacting with outside world; 

- the safety level of its members in case on non-standard situation; 

- the level of external dangerousness. 

   Geometric and time parameters 

The size of space occupied by mass has a particular importance. Conditions 

dangerous for human life appear when mass density exceeds a certain critical level. 

As gatherings of people normally appear in busy places: on the streets, squares, 

highways, the presence of mass in these areas may disturb usual rhythm of life and 

may cause emergence of critical situations.  

There are several classifications of crowd in social psychology 

       According to the degree of organization: 

Spontaneous crowd  

It appears spontaneously and is not organized by anybody. Crowds of people in 

the subway or in cinema lobby belong to this type. Although people have gathered on 

a special occasion, the crowd does not have instigators.  

Driven crowd  

Crowd, organized by leaders. This crowd has instigators. An interesting type of 

such crowd is flash mob – a crowd of people, which suddenly appears in one plays 

and then suddenly disappears. Flash mobs are usually organized through Internet.  

Organized crowd 

  Crowd which has a clear organization and order. The term was introduced by 

Gustave Le Bon, who considered such formations as soldiers company and as a 
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session of parliament to be a type of crowd. Le Bon used the term spiritual crowd, 

underlying the fact that crowd has its own spirit. Many researchers, however, do not 

agree to such extended interpretation and believe that crowd indicates only a non-

organized mass of people.  

According to the type of human behavior: 

Occasional crowd – gathering of curious people (idlers), who gathered, for 

example, on the case of car accident. 

Conventional crowd – gathering on an occasion known beforehand (e.g. 

festival, carnival etc.) 

Expressive crowd – crowd expressing common emotions (e.g. protest, 

exultation etc.). 

Ecstatic crowd – crowd in ecstasy.  

Acting crowd – crowd conducting physical actions. It includes subtypes:  

 Aggressive crowd – mass of people, conducting destructive actions. 

 Crowd in panic – crowd, escaping something or from somebody. 

 Acquisitive crowd – crowd fighting for valuables. 

 Insurgent crowd – crowd opposing the authority. 

It is necessary to note that the above ways of crowd classification are of 

exclusively descriptive nature and are based on observation of real events. We 

believe it is necessary to study this problem on more general grounds. In this context 

major features of crowd (mass) may be subdivided into the following categories: 

     - external: scale (number of members, the size of occupied territory); 

    - internal: reflecting links between members: homogeneity of composition; 

presence of common goals; pre-history of crowd’s creation; presence of leaders etc.;   

    - emotionally-energetic: readiness of crowd for coordinated actions; emotional 

outbursts and spontaneous actions with unpredictable consequences. 
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Psychological features of mass (crowd) 

    The founder of research related to phenomenon of a crowd is French 

sociologist Gustave Le Bon, the author of the book ―Psychologie de foules‖ [10]. He 

made a considerable contribution to the development of many socio-politic theories.  

 The views of Le Bon, and in particular racial elements of his theory, have been 

widely criticized in the middle of 20
th

 century. Yet, Le Bon singled out certain 

features which lay into foundation of further studies of crowd phenomenon.  

      Social psychologists note a number of psychological characteristics of a crowd 

[13,15]. They are peculiar to the whole psychological structure of this formation and 

are reflected in various spheres:  

- cognitive; 

- emotionally volitional; 

- temper ; 

- moral. 

 In cognitive sphere crowd demonstrates various special features of its psychology. 

Infection  

Psychological infection contributes to creation of special features in crowd and 

determines their direction. A person tends to imitate. Opinions and beliefs 

disseminate in crowd through infection. 

Inability of awareness 

Important characteristics of crowd include its non-awareness, instinctive and 

impulsive features. 

Peculiarities of mass reflection  

It does not seem reasonable to talk about thinking of crowd as of an absolutely 

ordered mass. In this state crowd does not feel itself as one unified formation, does 

not see its goals and does not actively interact with outside world. At higher stages of 

organization a component of internal interaction increases in mass (crowd); there 
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emerges a flexible internal structure with leaders, core, active and passive parts. In 

this period mass transforms into a unified body, realizes its goals and demonstrates 

signs of thinking.  

Peculiarities of imagination 

The ability for imagination is strongly developed in a crowd. A crowd is very 

perceptive to impressions. 

Peculiarities of thinking 

Crowd thinks in images. An image arises in its imagination, and in its turn 

leads to other images, that may be logically non-connected to the original one. Crowd 

does not separate subjective from objective. It treats as real images which arise in its 

mind and usually have very little relation to facts, observed by crowd. Crowd may 

think only in images and is perceptive only to images.  

Categorical attitude  

Having no doubts about what is truth and what is delusion, crowd demonstrates 

authority and intolerance in its actions. 

Conservatism   

Being extremely conservative in its essence, crowd feels deep aversion towards 

all novelties and feels deep respect for tradition. 

 Suggestibility 

Freud proposed a productive idea for describing the phenomenon of crowd. He 

considered crowd as human mass being under hypnosis. The most dangerous and the 

most essential in the psychology of crowd is its susceptibility for suggestion.    

On relations between individual and mass psychology  

   With development of civilization of the society, culture leaves traces on each 

individual by imposing existing norms and bans. Society forms its rules (rules for 

individual’s existing in civilized world), and disobeying these rules implies exposure 

to punishment. In a crowd, however, each individual is depersonalized and can 
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commit any illegal actions without thinking about punishment. While thinking is a 

prerogative of consciousness, unconscious instincts prevail in a crowd. It is also that 

being in a crowd, any individual should obey its internal rules, i.e. to do what other 

members of crowd (mass) do. As a result, mass subdues individual blocking his/her 

will and consciousness. Therefore, from a point of view of psychophysiology crowd 

actualized instincts of the right hemisphere of mind (right hemisphere thinks in 

images and feelings, while the left hemisphere uses mind in its logic). Consequently, 

consciousness of individual is blocked. For a certain time this person stops thinking 

logically and stops being aware of his/her own actions. In this way subconscious, 

lower instincts prevail, and a person starts following the commands of the right 

hemisphere.  

It should be noted that almost any crowd at a certain time experiences 

collective exultation, resulting in lower sustainability of its members towards any 

pressure. This leads to increase of irresponsibility and therefore, to subconscious 

desire to be led by emotions and immediate desires, rather than by sensible testing of 

reality in committing any actions. It is also that heightened emotional exultation of 

certain members causes chain spread in crowd, and penetrates in its energy by an 

indescribable way. Joint collective exultation in masses increases. For certain 

members this collective exultation may suppress individual behavioral mechanisms 

and may lead to creation of new, possible non-characteristic forms of behavior. Then, 

as a consequence, there is a change in habits and demands to oneself as a personality. 

This may witness for general decrease of censorship threshold for personal psychics. 

It can also demonstrate elimination of critical attitude towards outside information, 

and altogether considerably increases susceptibility of individual and mass towards 

suggestive action.  

 In other words it is necessary to mention that emotional exultation, causing a 

feeling of irresponsibility, which, in its turn, is due to belonging to a certain common 
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idea, forms in every individual in a crowd. As a result, a person in a crowd 

automatically and subconsciously commits actions of other members, as if being 

hypnotized by identical character of these actions. Sometimes, actions are committed 

with maniac satisfaction and cruelty common to such cases. Actions are committed 

since being in a crowd allows to liberate consciousness, and to do what has been 

previously prohibited by law (with law being in fact the only restrictive factor for the 

priority of lower instincts). It is not only consciousness but the fear of further 

punishment that prevents people from implementing in life their lower instincts.     

Considering the issue of aggressiveness in crowd, Academician and Doctor of 

political sciences D.V.Olshansky distinguishes such types of aggressive behavior as 

expressive, impulsive, affective, alien and instrumental.  

Description of mass (crowd) as objects with different degree of order 

         Let us pay attention to an important aspect in major characteristics of masses, 

which deals with the degree of their order. Imagine a fully disordered mass, 

consisting of individuals, who are simultaneously situated in the same place; yet, 

there are no any links between them. Crowd satisfies this definition. Passersby in the 

street ex facte satisfy also this description, yet under a more attentive investigation 

this thesis becomes unfounded. Indeed, rules of mutual politeness, ethical norms etc. 

are present inside this group. Therefore, a certain order must be present in any mass.  

Another extreme case is a maximum level of order. Military units or members 

of enterprises fulfilling their duties may be attributed to this category. Let us examine 

the case of military units. How the character of links between elements of mass in 

this community may be described? Suppose that this is subdivision equipped with 

modern weapons. In certain situations it is supposed to act with utmost speed and 

coordination. Obviously, many years of training procedures, the highest level of 

interaction and mutual understanding is necessary for this structure. Moreover, mass-

structure should have the noise proof features and noise immunity in the period of 
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active opposition to the enemy. This structure is aimed at maintaining these internal 

links in circumstances when there is a danger for physical existence of elements of 

the system (human life). Hence, the degree of order may change in a wide range and 

is determined by the character of links between elements of mass.  

Coming to the basics of modeling, we may conclude that modeling principle 

may include a component of physical reflection of elements and a system of internal 

and external relations, determining the order of interaction and outside factors.  

 

Conclusions 

   1. Important features of mass (crowd), which may be modeled by computerized 

methods, may be divided into the following categories: 

     - external: scale (number of members, size of occupied territory); 

    - internal: reflecting links between members (uniformity of contents; presence of 

common goals; pre-history of crowd’s formation; presence of leaders etc.;   

    - emotional and energetic: readiness of crowd for coordinated actions; emotional 

outbursts and spontaneous reactions with non-predictable consequences. 

 2. Psychological features of crowd (mass) – incapability for consciousness, 

categorical behavior and suggestibility – create the basis for our views on the 

character of crowd (mass) action depending on internal and external factors. And this 

can be also modeled with the use of computer. 
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The Sixth European Conference on Social Simulation 

© Makarov V.L., Bakhtizin A.R., Istratov V.A.  (Moscow) 

 

The Sixth European Conference on Social Simulation, organized by 

European Social Simulation Association (ESSA), was held in the University of 

Surrey (Guildford, UK) on September 14-18, 2009. The conference analyzed a wide 

range of issues: social conflicts, cognitive agents, methodology for modeling humans, 

animals and artificial intelligence. 

 

17 plenary talks (including 2 keynote speakers), 49 presentations and 11 

poster presentations were made during the conference. The conference included 4 

tutorials, and 4 seminars and demonstrations, with details provided below. 
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Keynote speakers 

1. Jim Doran (University of Essex, UK) devoted his talk 

―Does ABSS need Cognitive Agents that are Multiple 

Agent Systems?‖ to outlining the developments in 

artificial intelligence in the past 50 years. In particular, 

he described agent-based modeling in creating intelligent 

cognitive agents. 

 

 

 

2. The talk "Generative Archaeology: How Even Really 

Simple Models can help in Understanding the Past" by 

Tim Kohler (Washington University, USA) dealt with 

applying an agent-based model for studying one of the 

riddles of the American history – depopulation of Mesa 

Verde in the South West. Various ways of inhabitants’ 

relocations were calculated with the use of the data on 

the sources of food and on the social groups in the 

proximity. 

Tutorials 

1. Tutorial ―Social Simulation on the Grid‖ (the author is Gary Polhill from Macaulay 

Land Use Research Institute) demonstrated methodology for visualizing applications, 

requiring plenty of resources (e.g., Swarm, RePast и MASON). 

2. Tutorial by Shu-Heng Chen (National Chengchi University, Taiwan)  

―Heterogeneous and multi-agent modeling‖ was devoted to general issues of 

developing agent-based models with heterogeneous agents. The first part of the 
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tutorial provided a literature review in the field of experimental economics and 

application of neural networks for economic studies. The second part described 

construction of agent-based models with heterogeneous agents, using the example of 

financial markets. 

3. Tutorial by Jim Duggan (National University of Ireland, Galway) ―Agent-Based 

Simulation: A Differential Equation Approach‖ described similarities and differences 

between two approaches in computer simulations. Namely, these were system 

dynamics and agent-based modeling applied to market models and the spread of 

epidemics. 

4. Tutorial by Gerd Wagner (Brandenburg University of Technology at Cottbus, 

Germany)  ―From Basic Discrete Event Simulation via Object-oriented to Agent-

based Discrete Event Simulation‖ dealt with conceptual foundations of the new 

programming language, aimed at technical implementation of agent-based systems in 

the most natural way. The major issues discussed were 1) the problems of processing 

events on the levels of agents and the whole system, and 2) the formalization of 

switches between different states of the agents in different moments of time. 

Seminars and Demonstrations 

1. Ken Kahn (Oxford University, UK) conducted the seminar "Modelling4All: 

Supporting non-programmers in composing agent-based models in a Web 2.0 

community‖. An online constructor, which enables creating, running, modifying and 

disseminating agent-based models, was demonstrated in the course of the seminar. 

The major attention was given to the issues of using the constructor for educational 

purposes in teaching a wide range of disciplines. 

2. Ulf Lotzmann (University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany) demonstrated EMIL 

project (http://emil.istc.cnr.it). The project is aimed at modeling social processes, 

where social norms are considered in the course of individual interactions and in the 

course of studying (educational norms). The project offers theoretical structure 

http://emil.istc.cnr.it/
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(EMIL-A) and programming environment (EMIL-S), allowing to create new models 

and expand the existing ones.  

3. The demonstration by Armando Geller (George Mason University, USA) 

―Qualitatively informed agent-based models: Problems and ideas to solve them‖ 

studied various issues of data formalization, model specification tests and results 

interpretation.  

4. Edmund Chattoe-Brown and Nigel Gilbert (The University of Surrey, UK) 

conducted the seminar ―Teaching social simulation‖. The seminar was exchange of 

experience in educational programs and recommended literature for teaching 

corresponding disciplines. 

 

Researchers of CEMI RAS made two presentations at the conference: 

1.  ―Moscow traffic jam is under attack of an intelligent agent-based model‖ (authors 

– V.L.Makarov, A.R.Bakhtizin, V.A.Zhitkov). The first part of the presentation 

described the means of representing the work of the transportation system of a mega 

polis (the example of Moscow city) as an agent-based model, implemented as 2-D 

application in AnyLogic 6.0. The developed model allows assessing the work of the 

whole transportation system of a city agglomeration in the course of the changes in 

the following parameters: 

 introduction of radial or circle automobile roads; 

 construction of new residential districts or objects, which concentrate traffic flows 

(e.g., large shopping mall); 

 temporary closure or liquidation of an element in the transportation system; 

 introduction of economic sanctions (payment for using the road, for entering the 

city center etc.). 
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Implementation of Moscow’s transportation network in AnyLogic 6.0 

 

The second part of the presentation described computational simulations, 

which allowed revealing the most effective way to fight traffic jams. 

 

2. "Agent-based model of human behavior: does similarity count?", poster 

presentation (author – V.A.Istratov).  

The presentation described a model of human behavior in everyday and socio-

economic environment. Various computational simulations conducted within the 

model were described. Simulations dealt with analyzing how homogeneity of the 

society influences the degree of life satisfaction by the members of this society, and 

how this degree of life satisfaction depends on enthusiasm of the society members. 

 

Further details about the conference may be found at http://www.essa.eu.org. 
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Model for human behavior: preliminary calculations 

© Istratov V.A. (Moscow) 

 

Now we proceed from the construction of the model to the first calculations. 

We would obviously be eager to discover that the model can answer to the questions, 

to which other models may not give definite answers. Consequently, to test the model 

applicability we have chosen ―economics of happiness‖ – an unexplored albeit 

extravagant field of economics. 

In short, economics of happiness estimates happiness of people using 

methodologies of both economists and psychologists, and employing a more general 

definition of utility than does traditional economics. Researchers single out other 

factors apart from income influencing happiness (well-being) [3]. In the first place 

these are inequality, inflation and unemployment. The central issue in economics of 

happiness (the issue that in fact brought about the existence of this field) is the 

relation between dynamics of happiness (personal satisfaction) and dynamics of 

macro variables in the country. Some researchers have noticed that the growth of per 

capita income is not necessarily accompanied by the rise in population’s happiness 

[2].  

Nonetheless, the very term happiness (satisfaction etc.) is so hard to capture 

that up till now descriptive methodologies according to survey-based regressions  

dominated in its modeling. Therefore, instability of survey data is multiplied by 

indifference of regression constructions, and the obtained dependencies are hard to 

interpret. Obviously, in case of such subjective terms as happiness, equalizing 

statistical approaches should be replaced by analytical models, where happiness 

(satisfaction, mood etc.) would be endogenous parameter, following from logically 

and substantially clear assumptions and procedures. Here, we propose the model of 

human behavior as an analytical tool capable to shed some light on the dark history of 

human happiness [1]. 
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The above mentioned article [1] is devoted to the way a person’s mood 

(happiness) depends on her monetary savings and income, and how this dependency 

is revealed in the model of human behavior. 

In this paper I would like to share the first results of a slightly different 

research: how happiness of society as a whole depends on heterogeneity of its 

members. How can the model of human behavior be interesting in this regard?  

I conducted a series of calculations to assess the impact of heterogeneity of 

long-term inclinations. In each case the society consisted of 20 agents. All agents 

differed in their long-term inclinations to all actions. The initial stock of money and 

income of all the agents were the same. To avoid repetitions in conclusions we fixed 

the income at the level that allows agents to live the way they want.  

As was noticed in the previous articles in this series, initial values of long-term 

parameters are set randomly. Normal distribution is used in generating random 

values, and this requires determining the standard deviation (heterogeneity of the 

members of the society) and the mean (the degree of satisfaction of the members of 

the society). We considered combinations of the three scenarios, corresponding to 

different values of standard deviation (5; 25; 50) and the mean (0; 35; 70), i.e. the 

total of nine scenarios. Each scenario consisted of three checks, corresponding to 

three different societies (different values of long-term inclinations of the agents, but 

the same parameters of normal distribution). These scenarios were aimed at revealing 

and leveling the influence of random parameters on final result. All results of 

calculations were averaged within the societies.  

As we aimed at making conclusions for the whole society, we worked with 

average mood in the society, which nonetheless was obtained as a result of individual 

interactions between agents. 
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Figure 1. Mood as a function of the degree of agents’ inclinations 

 

In case of mathematical mean we unambiguously see that with rise of mean the 

average mood decreases. This leads to a conclusion that the society will be happier 

when there are fewer people who passionately follow their inclinations. The larger 

the number of such people in the society, the less happier on average it is.  
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Figure 2. Mood as a function of heterogeneity of agents’ inclinations 
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In case of standard deviation, the picture is more interesting: in principle the 

values of society’s mood are close but still there is a clear peak at medium values. 

This may be interpreted in the following way: if society is very homogeneous (all 

think, wish and act similarly) or on the contrary, very heterogeneous (when a person 

can hardly find a one with the same views), this leads to decrease of mood in the 

society. The optimal way is a moderate variation of interests and views, which would 

allow to maintain good mood in the society.  

The conclusions obtained in the course of preliminary estimations have already 

caused certain discussion, especially in the part which deals with inclinations (mean). 

However, it would be difficult to expect general agreement in the issue of human 

happiness, even in such approximation as a human behavior model. In hundreds years 

of existence of philosophy (and for the most part of scientific life of a mankind this 

field dealt with consideration of human happiness) scientists did not reach an 

agreement: there have been views of searching happiness in passiveness and 

aloofness, or in other extremes.  
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Special issues in modeling artificial societies 

© Konkova T.A. (Moscow) 

As a living system, society is an open system in a constant exchange with 

neighboring environment. This is exchange of matter, energy and information. 

Society has higher degree of organization than this environment. To maintain itself as 

an integrity, society has to satisfy its needs, in the first instance, material needs of 

people. These needs are objectively and historically changing, and the degree of 

satisfaction of these (material, social, spiritual) needs is the major indicator of 

effective functioning of the society as a system.  

As a functioning system, society objectively aims at reaching a certain goal, 

which consists of a number of sub-goals. Society may not even think about existence 

of such a goal, may define it falsely or deny its presence. However, the very behavior 

of society and its certain actions prove the existence of a certain goal.  

Attaining this goal is done in the following way [1]. On the basis of available 

information on the environment and on the society, the governing agent formulates 

directions to the object of control. The directions are obligatory and deal with 

object’s further interactions with environment. The signals from the governing 

subsystem are called direct coupling. There is also a feedback from the executor to 

the governing subject – information on the results and on the degree in which the 

results correspond to the set tasks. The correct adjustment of goals and actions on the 

part of governing agent becomes crucial for the destiny of society as a system.  

It is insufficient to mention that society constantly and purposefully conducts 

material and informational exchange with the environment according to the feedback. 

We should describe various forms and ways in which society explores the 

environment. These ways reveal universal character of relation of society (humans) to 
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nature and to itself. As a member of a society, a person discovers environment in 

three possible ways: through sensual and practical exploration, through theoretic 

exploration and through integral exploration. Such type of society is hard to model.  

Major characteristics of the society. Characterizing society as a system of 

relations implies that there are stable forms of interaction between the subjects of 

social links, between people and social groups. This systematic characteristic of the 

society needs to be supplemented by functional characteristic: system of social 

interactions must exist, or in other words - function. 

Society as a way of person’s existence is characterized by the following major 

functions: 

1. Production of material goods. 

2. Reproduction and human socialization. 

3. Distribution of products of labor activity. 

4. Consumption. 

5. Exchange of products of labor activity. 

6. Exchange of information (communication). 

7. Regulation of the forms of labor, distributional and consumption activity. 

8. Regulation of the forms of other interactions (social, political, moral etc.). 

To realize these functions special organizations (social institutes) are created in 

the society. Their appearance makes human relations more sophisticated and creates 

new vectors in the forms of interactions.  
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Let us single out major functions. The first is production of material goods. The 

second is reproduction of humans, who are the medium of social relations. The third 

is distribution, consumption and exchange of produced goods.  

Different models are applied to incorporate functions above in forecasting 

adaptive behavior of a person in the society. The way of modeling all practical 

actions of a person influences the precision of the prognoses for development of the 

society. Let us study special issues in creating artificial societies.  

Special features of artificial society. Creating artificial society, a person puts in 

her own understanding of the mechanism and functioning of this society. Some social 

scientists J.Locke, T.Hobes, M.Weber) considered society as a complex rationally 

created system. Others (О.Конт, H.Spencer, T.Parsons, F.Ratzel) – as a natural 

system etc. Despite the absence of a general understanding of the society, up till now 

rational (integral) model of the society has been dominant.  The essence of this model 

is understanding of the society as a system created to reach a certain goal (goals). As 

a result, most modeled societies (especially in economics) are created as ―machines‖, 

producing certain good (which is a major goal). In these constructions, structures and 

functions provide for integrity and stability of societies.  

Having chosen goal(s) for creating artificial society, a social engineer has the 

dilemma of choosing an appropriate conceptual model, which would be usually based 

on a certain initial prototype. The correctness of choice is crucial for many issues. If 

the model is chosen well, the project of artificial society created on the basis of this 

model will be successful. Otherwise, artificial construction will be worse than natural 

prototype. 

Actions of a real person are impossible to describe by one algorithm. In 

formalizations it is necessary to restrict the variety of scenarios of human behavior, 
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getting rid of some of them and simplifying others. Consequently, we must part with 

the real situation and replace it with a simplified, artificial one. In modeling we move 

from real society to ―artificial society‖. A social individual becomes an agent of 

―artificial society‖. ―Artificial society‖ itself consists of a number of agents, endowed 

with certain characteristics and interacting with each other, i.e. having ―artificial life‖. 

This method of modeling social groups and society is called multi-agent simulation.  

Method of multi-agent simulation is based on the idea of computerized studying 

of society. The society is modeled as decentralized system of interacting agents. The 

approach is a supplement to the ―alife‖ paradigm, related to works of John von 

Neumann on self-reproducing automates.  

The most important feature of the method is the fact that each modeled object 

consists of a number of distributed agents, who act in a parallel way without a global 

control, responsible for agents’ behavior. Moreover, actions of each agent depend on 

condition and actions of a certain limited number of other agents. The resulting state 

of the system is determined by competition and coordination between agents, acting 

according to structural restrictions.  

Artificial society can not be an ideal copy of the natural prototype. Firstly, its 

technical realization is impossible, and secondly, humans never aimed at absolute 

copying of nature. A model (a copy) always differs from the original. Moreover, the 

model is poorer than the original. Not all, but only understandable and useful features 

are reflected in prototypes. At the same time, certain peculiarities of the original are 

missed.  

 Agent-based approach. The approach is based on using intellectual (rational) 

agents. According to the approach, intellect is a computational (planned) part of the 

ability to reach the set goals by intellectual machine. This machine will be an 
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intellectual agent, cognizing the surrounding world by sensors and capable of 

influencing the objects in the environment by executive mechanisms. This approach 

emphasizes those methods and algorithms, which may help intellectual agent to 

survive while completing his task. Therefore, in employing agent-based approach 

special attention is given to the studies of search and decision-making algorithms. 

Agents are the central moment in modeling. Most papers on modeling are 

devoted to defining agent’s behavior so that computerized agents resembled real 

agents in the best possible way. First of all it is necessary to study sociological theory 

on structure and possible actions of the modeled objects. Then, creating an agent of 

artificial society, researchers reveal those characteristics of his inner component 

structure, which pay major role in solving the modeled tasks.  

Characteristics of the modeled agents should enable us to answer to the 

following questions: 

 What will agents do in the set environment?  

 Under which conditions agents will realize their goals or desirable interactions 

with other agents or the environment?  

 As environment changes abilities of agents, what should be properties of agents 

so that they could successfully interact under particular aspects of 

environment?   

 What forms of interactions are necessary to agents in order to apply certain 

elements of their inner architecture, such as memory?  

 What forms of interactions allow agents to obtain new knowledge or skills?  

In modeling agents with the above characteristics it is necessary to take into 

account how agent would master a certain type of behavior, i.e. obtain knowledge or 

skills. Consequently, it is necessary to consider intellect of the modeled agent.  
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Agent’s intellect. In the context of artificial intellect research, there are different 

definitions of artificial societies [2]. The first view defines artificial society as a 

colony of robots, capable of self-organizing and functioning under uncertainty (e.g. in 

conditions incompatible with human life). In order to make robots fulfill their tasks it 

is necessary to divide ―labor‖, ―language‖, ―rule‖, ―subordination‖ and other 

attributes of a society. The second view treats artificial society as a model of human 

society, whose vital activity is regulated by theoretically justified rules of behavior. 

The third view considers artificial society as a computer model of human community, 

set by socio-constituting and socio-constructing parameters (such as values, 

meanings, ideas, material features of activity etc.). The first two approaches are filled 

with practical and reformatory intentions and may be applied in engineering activity 

(the first definition) or in political science applications (the second definition). At the 

same time, the question of the artificial personality project, ―Why a person needs 

consciousness‖ in the context of artificial society becomes, ―Why a member of the 

society needs understanding of the community?‖   

Understanding of the community is possible only by intellectual agent, 

consequently, there is a question about the nature of intellect of such an agent and the 

way this intellect is modeled. To answer this question we may employ functional 

paradigm of philosophy of consciousness.  

Functionalism as a theory developed in two ways. On the one hand, first views 

on functional character of consciousness can be attributed to psychophysical 

research. As an example, we can mention the theory of functional systems by 

P.Anokhin. On the other hand, functionalism formed as a result of attempts to 

describe activity of consciousness in a way analogous to calculating machine.  

An important argument of functionalism is a thesis of ―autonomy‖ of 

mentality. The term autonomy has two rather independent meanings. On the one 
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hand, it was impossible to empirically find any specific correlate for higher cognitive 

functions. On the other hand, advocates of wider understanding of mental autonomy 

think that consciousness is a certain purely informational, ideal structure, which is 

often treated analogous to computer program and is indifferent to the fact at which 

physical medium it will be executed. As H.Putnam once said, we could have been 

made out of Swiss cheese, and yet this would not have had any importance [3]. 

According to H.Putnam, the opinion that ―if our consciousness is substantial, 

there is physical or mental explanation of our behavior‖ is wrong. Strictly speaking, 

functionalism avoids direct ontological issues on the essence of consciousness and  

considers the issue in another way.   Functionalism starts from the fact that the 

answer to the question ―why consciousness is necessary?‖ is identical to the question 

―what is consciousness?‖. Functionalism aims at reducing consciousness to a certain 

group of functional relations. In this way, the volume of the term ―consciousness‖ is 

limited by the set of functional relations we know.  

In this way, modeling agent’s intellect is reduced to modeling functions of 

agent’s interactions with other agents. However, here difficulties arise: an individual 

in the society has many interactions. This is her interaction with the environment, 

interpersonal interactions, gender interactions and interactions within the family. 

Consequently, an agent should realize her actions, i.e. have a model of ―knowledge 

about oneself‖ and have ―pseudo consciousness‖, i.e. functional resemblance of 

human subjective reality. 

As a result we see the necessity to model artificial intellect in modeling 

artificial society. According to T.Parsons artificial society includes the following 

systems of social interactions [4]: 1) biological system, 2) personal system, 3) social 

system, 4) cultural system. Artificial society represented as an agent-based model 

does not fully represent real society if the above mentioned social actions are not 
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taken into consideration. The number of agents should be at least two, and agents 

should interact with each other. What is most important, agents need to be alike and 

treat each other as similar ones. In this case social behavior arises among the agents 

of artificial society [5]. At the current state of development of computer-based 

cognitive sciences, creating a model using artificial intellects seems to be rather hard. 
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1. Outline. Unconscious in information technologies 

   The paper underlines the fact that the attempts to model 

unconscious processes reflect researcher’s understanding of the object and not the 

object itself. It further assumes that a reason for the failure in this modeling may be 

the specific nature of the unconscious. In particular, the unconscious is evolutionally 

an older and much more diverse substance than our consciousness itself. Therefore, 

the possibility of studying the unconscious by conscious methods is being doubted. 

Consequently, the paper proposes a number of approaches which go beyond 

methodological ones (meta approaches). The paper further suggests implementation 

of these approaches on the scientific basis, by applying them to the analyzed object 

(proto approach).  

2. Ontological issues in modeling the unconscious in information 

technologies 

It should be noted that humanity has accumulated a large experimental and 

theoretic material in studying the unconscious. Representatives of various 

physiological schools had to deal with issues related to the unconscious, in the course 

of applying natural science approaches in their research of living substances. Most 

studies in philosophy, which nowadays has a number of intersections with psychiatry 

in its search for research methodology, tend to analyze the issues of conscious or 

unconscious. The variety of phenomena of unconscious may be discovered in cultural 

heritage of most nations. However, we can not state that modern understanding of the 

unconscious has developed much if compared to the science in the ancient times. In 

this regard we should note the critique of methodology for studying psychological 
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activity, offered by I.M.Sechenov in 1860s. These issues, which were further 

developed by I.P.Pavlov, had a tremendous impact on the outlook of the whole 

generation of natural scientists. Nonetheless, although we have seen a 100 years of 

intense advances in direct methodology and of search for adequate research 

approaches, the major questions about psychology in general and unconscious in 

particular remain unsolved.  

In these years we have witnessed a number of partial successes in modeling, 

yet, one may ask if these attempts to model the object itself do in fact reflect rather 

the subjective views about the modeled object. There is a feeling that existing neural 

computer technologies try to fit something big into something small, while this big 

obviously does not fit in the given limited framework.  

Therefore, we consider the following questions: is the study of unconscious 

methodological at all? Is it apt to any methodology? Maybe this issue could explain 

many failures and disproportions between modest results and great effort put into 

research? 

What are the limitations of any methodology? While sketching the limits, 

methodology allows for the unlimited, too. Moreover, the very procedure for 

defining, separating and hence learning creates something unlimited. It is important 

that it creates it ontologically and not gnosiologically (in beliefs and understandings).  

Currently, the sphere of human cognition may be attributed exclusively to the 

sphere of conscious. Therefore, there appears an illusion of free will in creation of 

cognitative schemes and plans for cognition. Here, however, we propose the program 

which studies unconscious by getting over the limits of methodology of 

consciousness.  

1. Teleological approach. Assessing actions from the point of view of goals 

and hidden motives may give keys to understanding of actions, which otherwise 

would have looked as chaotic. For example, reading books is absolutely 
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unexplainable in the eyes of ancient man. Therefore, it is important to study hidden 

incentives of conscious goals. 

2. Axiological approach. Assessment of actions from the point of view of 

individual values can shed the light on cognition of hidden motives.  

3. Global approach. As was demonstrated within psychoanalysis, 

separation on conscious and unconscious is rather vague. What is called unconscious 

and what we can not understand may be related to immanent features of our material 

world. Yet, consciousness is a certain center for concentration of the totally 

unconscious. This unconscious may be distributed in anisotropic and multi-scale way. 

Since the aggregate result of individual’s inclusion into general natural functional 

systems is reflected in the superstructure (cognition), it is impossible to understand 

the nature of cognition without interaction with these systems. 

  To obtain results about functioning of unconscious mechanisms, it is necessary 

to implement these three meta approaches in the course of activity principle. This 

activity principle may be viewed as proto approach to a certain extent. In other 

words, it is possible to investigate unconscious only through its reflections in 

conscious sphere, i.e. through its influence on individual’s life and on dynamics of 

individual’s logical component.  Consequently, we witness the shift to more 

fundamental level and this gives us hope to encompass both onto – and philo-genetic 

dependencies and super-structured levels (unconscious and conscious).   

  Historical spiral of methodological development may be reconstructed in the 

following way. Activity-based approach was used in ancient psycho-technologies 

only relative to cognitive subject (psycho-technologies of trance conditions etc.) (9). 

The spread of Sechenov’s psycho-physiological approach shifted attention to the 

object of research without taking into account the cognitive subject at all. Although in 

the course of recent post-modernism, the issue of the ―observer‖ is being discussed, 

the observer’s role does not correspond to objective methods for research. Indeed, in 
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fact this role is separated from actual observer and is transformed into the very 

objective method of research.  

 Next, we propose the following step. If activity-based approach is applied to 

cognition of the research object, then it is necessary to apply it simultaneously to the 

subject of cognition as well. Employing the relativity principle, it is possible to assess 

such methodology of cognition as a desire to decrease the distance between changes 

of object due to activity of cognitive action of the subject and between the state of the 

object itself. This is achieved by artificial change of this condition according to the 

noted variation of the object. In other words the learning subject should be 

―existentially organized‖ in a due course. The effects of his/her actions on his/her life 

pattern and cognitive sphere need to be investigated. This approach may allow 

studying unconscious not in the indirect way through methodology, but directly with 

the help of very existence.  

3. Issues of epistemic adequacy 

 

Modern western interpretation of eastern way of life through psycho 

technologies, as well as numerous psychological developments (from psychoanalysis 

to neural linguistic programming and other synthetic approaches) provide for work 

with mentality and for changes in mentality. The actual goal is adapting a person to 

his/her calm perception of possible failure (instead of teaching a person to accept the 

expected results). In this case, the failure stops being the failure. The reason for 

insolvency of ―European synthesis‖ is the fact that western way of ignoring 

unconscious is built over the principles of eastern mentality. Yet, ignoring and 

underestimating the unconscious are the dead-end of western civilization.  

It does not imply that unconscious can not be governed. It should and must be 

done. One should just remember not to work directly with unconscious and study it, 

as in this case it slips off. Historic material, social environment and our unconscious 
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become determinants in psychological characteristics of individual’s behavior and 

mentality. Therefore, one experiences increase of freedom of will. In fact, however, 

this is a compensation mechanism for real decrease of this freedom, since in fact the 

above determinants do govern our lives.  

We over believe in the results of our conscious actions, so that these actions 

become our existence and our reality (and not just the results which we wanted to 

achieve). In this way artificial character of social environment is created.  

On mathematics. Although it may seem strange, mathematics is in the least 

degree apt to unexpected results. This may be determined by its level of reflection, 

which has a high degree of abstractness. Mathematics, as outlined by Pythagoras, 

deals with ideal objects and demonstrates maximal detachment from real life (15). In 

this way mathematics is most successful in avoiding unconscious.  

We are too serious. Ancient Greeks used to say that constant seriousness is the 

sign of limitedness. We are serious in doing various things and do not notice that 

these things form us in the larger extent than we form them.  

Ecologic paradigm.  All ecologic events (including possible consequences of 

various technologies) are implemented within the principle of direct orientation on 

the results. In this context similarly to all technologic activity, ecologic events do not 

take into consideration transformation of intentions in the unconscious (16). 

Pedagogical paradigm. It is quite possible that the above discussed issues 

could be used for applied scientific results not only in the sphere of unconscious but 

in any type of research. The science and art of organizing existential component of 

the researcher deals with studying the impact on the very process of obtaining results. 

This may be adopting or applying certain ancient heritage in upbringing or in creating 

life style (Daoism) or development of new approaches accounting for the goals and 

special feature of scientific activity. We think it is necessary to create principally new 

scientific schools that combine methodological achievements of objective research 
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and the attitude towards the subjective as an object of research. Researcher’s life style 

should also be organized in such a way to account for the work of his/her 

unconscious sphere [17]. 
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